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Automatic CNC Program Generation From Range DataDietrich Paulus1, Karl{Heinz Kunzelmann2,Stefan K�uppers 1, Heinrich Niemann1;3, Matthias Wolf31: Universit�at Erlangen{N�urnbergLehrstuhl f�ur Mustererkennung (Informatik 5),Martensstra�e 3, D{91058 Erlangen2: Poliklinik f�ur Zahnerhaltung und Parodontologie M�unchenLudwig{Maximilians{Universit�at M�unchenGoethestra�e 70, 80336 M�unchen3: Bayerisches Forschungszentrum f�ur Wissensbasierte Systeme(FORWISS) { Forschungsgruppe WissensverarbeitungAm Weichselgarten 7, 91058 Erlangenpaulus@informatik.uni-erlangen.deKarl-Heinz.Kunzelmann@Dent.MED.Uni-Muenchen.deAbstract In this paper we report on a successfulcooperation of three institutes in the areas of appliedimage analysis for dentistry.In the application, range images recorded witha high{precision laser sensor are the input to im-age analysis. Surface patches of varying size andtype are �tted to the data (Sect. 2). Various viewsfrom known positions are used to fuse the computedpatches to complete 3D model with the accuracy re-quired for medical applications. The result of thecomputation is put in a common CAD format suitedfor automatic manufacturing of ceramic tooth inlays.The system has also been applied to other techni-cal objects, as we show by an example.1 INTRODUCTIONWe describe a system which captures images of a 3Dobject from several directions with a high{precisionlaser sensor. The system was implemented in [10].These images | together with the transformationdata of the capturing device | are used to createa 3D surface map of the object. Surface patchesof arbitrary order are �tted to the range data andthe object is transformed to normal position. Af-ter resampling, the images are matched using max-imum elevations and derivatives at these locations.

A 3D description of the surface is created which isagain approximated by patches. These parameter-ized functions are converted to VDA{FS format ([7],see Sect. 2.1) which is a CAD format used for indus-trial production, allowing for immediate reproduc-tion of the object by a CNC machine. The sequenceof processing steps is shown in Figure 1.The major application of this system is dentistry.To overcome material variations the use of highquality materials processed under standardized cri-teria is mandatory. Milling dental restorations frompreshaped ceramic blocks using CAD/CAM tech-nology not only guarantees high material qualitiesbut allows also quick and cheap production of theserestorations.A system for reconstruction of tooth data is de-scribed in [12]; reference points for matching have tobe marked by an operator. Matching and data fusionwithout human interaction will speed up automaticmilling.Already existing industrial devices measure cavi-ties prepared during the treatment of caries to re-store the decayed tooth structure with inlays orcrowns (e.g. the CERECRsystem, [11]). The 3Dmodel of the object to reconstruct the tooth defectsis generated interactively by a dentist. This proce-dure is prone to operator errors and requires high230
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(3.1)

CNC{milling of ceramicsCAD{postprocessingTransformation of sensor dataTransformation to VDA-FS
(2.5)Resampling (rectangular grid)Matching of resampled values

Silicon impression & plaster modelData acquisitionSeveral range imagesFiltering of range dataInitial 3D{rotation (3.2)Surface �t (variable order) (2)(3.2)(3.2)(3.3)Integration to full 3D model (3.3)Figure 1: Strategy: steps in rectangular boxes wereimplemented in [8, 5], round boxes are described inthis paper based on [10], section numbers in paren-theses.training skills of the operator. Currently, no infor-mation concerning the chewing surface of the toothcan be considered resulting in the need to manu-ally adjust the surface to the reconstruction to theopposing tooth surface, which has to be done withhigh precision and is not only time consuming butalso rather unpleasant to the patient. To improveprocessing speed the commercial systems interpolatethe surface inside the cavity reducing the accuracy of�t to an average of 150� at best. The remaining gaphas to be closed with low viscosity luting materials

with reduced mechanical properties which decreasethe life{time of the reconstructions.Our approach shows how to obtain high{precision3D CADmodels of inlay or crown restorations. In or-der to improve the accuracy of the three dimensionalshape measurement and to overcome the problem ofshading within the object's surface the tooth surfacewithout a reconstruction is measured in a divisionalapproach. A plaster model of the prepared toothis mounted on an actor (computer controlled goniostage) and measured at di�erent tilt angles and ro-tations around the vertical axis of the tooth witha high{precision laser sensor using the triangulationprinciple. By obtaining the pro�le of a light knife atthe speed of a video frame of a CCD chip the 3D dataare acquired within a few seconds. After measuringthe prepared tooth a dental technician reconstructsthe tooth surface with wax adjusting it precisely tothe opposing tooth. The partial data sets are com-bined to one single 3D data set using the movementinformation of the actor re�ned by matching the par-tial information using overlapping areas. This two{stage process is necessary because the exact positionof the rotation axes of the dies is not known due tolarge variations in tooth geometries. The process offabricating die models from plaster out of silicon im-pressions of the teeth and to reconstruct the defectwith wax is part of the daily dental routine and isperformed within a few minutes.For the dental application, we compare the resultsof 2nd and 3rd order surface approximations and givequantitative results of the approximations.A new test criterion is introduced and used toselect only those points from the data set for ap-proximation which are useful for the reconstruction.Thereby, even rapid changes in depth can be mod-elled with high accuracy. The resulting inlay can bemanufactured in ceramics by a CNC machine. Thesensor accuracy is 10�; the maximum error for ap-proximation is 4�. Since 50� are regarded su�cientin dentistry, this approach is more than adequate.The VDA{FS format is mainly used in automo-bile industry. We give an outlook how our systemcan be used for larger objects, and how the senorwill be guided to �nd concave and occluded areasautomatically.



Int. Conference on Mechatronics '95, Vol. 1, Istanbul 2322 SURFACE FITTING2.1 MotivationRange images fij (0 � i < M; 0 � j < N) representobjects by discrete values at discrete locations:fij = f(x0 + i �x; y0 + j �y): (1)Arithmetic operations on range images like rotation,calculation of derivates, curvatures an so forth, haveto deal with the problem of interpolating to valuesbetween these discrete locations. This should bedone in a fast way and with minimum error. Forexample, after rotation of such data the discretiza-tion grid will no longer be rectangular and the exactvalues could not be stored in the Form of (1). Aparametric surface �t of the range data facilitates ananalytic calculation of all desired properties and alsorequires less storage.In the dental application, the complete 3D modelhas to be manufactured in ceramics using CNC ma-chines. These devices can be controlled via standard-ized interfaces; one of them is the surface model by\Verein der Automobilindustrie\ which is commonlyused (VDA{FS [7]). General parametric polynomi-als are used for surface representation with p and qas the maximum order of u and v:X(u; v) = qXk=0 pXj=0 ajkujvkY (u; v) = qXk=0 pXj=0 bjkujvk (2)Z(u; v) = qXk=0 pXj=0 cjkujvk:In [1] the following bivariate polynomials are usedwith great success for 3D object segmentation inrange imagesg(n;a; u; v) = Xi+j�n cijxiyj (n � 4); (3)where g approximates the range values at x; y coor-dinates; x and y are computed from the values fij bya shift to the origin and scaling. Other approachesto surface approximation can be found in e.g. [2].Multiple views are combined to surfaces in e.g. [3].Generally, range data have to be clustered to sur-face patches of varying size which are then approxi-mated by these polynomials. We show that we can

ful�ll the requirements in dentistry and approximatevery �ne structures, which can be found at molars,with a much smaller �t{error than the desired 50�.These results can be represented in VDA{FS formatand passed to a CNC machine to build the ceramicreconstruction of a tooth defect.2.2 AlgorithmOur algorithm for surface approximation by a �nitenumber of surface patches has four input arguments:a set of 3D coordinates of possibly scattered points,the size of the rectangular area to be approximated(px; py), the maximal distance � in z direction, andthe maximal tolerable approximation error �; i.e.range data has not to be provided in a rectangulargrid as in (Eq. 1).The size of the patch has to be chosen in such away that a reasonable number of data points can befound inside, to allow for a stable estimation of thesurface parameters. If { on the other hand { thesize of the patch is large and if many points can befound inside this area, the approximation error forthis patch will be large.In our application the maximal � has to be chosenfor each tooth separately as well as �. For molarswith a patch size of px = py = 100� a value of � =4� turned out to be a good choice. ****** ** **z *** * * * * *�z > �
xFigure 2: Patch border without smoothing



Int. Conference on Mechatronics '95, Vol. 1, Istanbul 233After sorting of the range data into cubes depend-ing on the choice of �, patches are computed for thevalues in these volumes. Depending on the numberof samples inside of a cube, bivariate polynomials ofvarying order are approximated using least squareerror �tting. This basic idea is extended in the fol-lowing section.2.3 SmoothingIn the �rst step we divide the object space into rec-tangular areas and calculate a parametric descriptionfrom the 3D values inside these areas using (3). Theresulting neighboring patches di�er at the borders intheir orientation considerably (see Figure 2).* * * * * ** * * *
de�ned coordinates

* * *** *** ** * *
range of curve parametersrange for a patch

y x
Figure 3: Range for smoothingIn order to smooth transition between neighbor-ing patches, approximation of range values considersthe sample values in parts of the adjacent volumesas shown in Figure 3. In addition to smoothing, thisalso increases the number of sample points for theapproximation (Figure 4). Thereby, a higher orderpolynomial or a smaller patch size can be chosenwhich can represent even small details in the rangeimage. Results of this extension can be seen in Fig-ure 7.2.4 Adaptive Re�nementThe algorithm described so far works �ne inside anobject. However, at object borders no neighboring

** ** x
***** * * * * *�z > � ****

z
Figure 4: Patch border with smoothingrange data can be taken into account and borders arenot rectangular in general. The solution is to reducethe patch size in these areas by splitting. Reducedpatches containing no range data are assumed to beoutside the object and discarded.

Figure 5: Surface approximation of a chess knightwith varying patch sizeAs shown in Figure 5, object borders are clearlyseparated from the background. Small patches inthis application have a size of 70�2 and large patchesare 350�2. Even in the middle of the �gure, largepatches could be used.2.5 Elimination of NoiseVarious tests for plausibility of the range informationare used to eliminate the few remaining noisy sam-ples, mainly at corners. If the distribution of range
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z
Figure 6: Elimination of noisedata only uses a small part of the cubic surface de�-nition sphere (as shown in Figure 6), the direction ofthe calculated surface in the rest is nearly random,but in the direction of the outer 3D data. The \cor-ner test" (Figure 6) uses the values at the limits ofthe range. If the actual range values at the borders ofthe de�nition sphere of a patch is considerably (us-ing a threshold) larger than maximal z{coordinatevalue or smaller than the minimum value, the patchis marked unde�ned. Only in rare cases this leadsto elimination of correct values close to very steepdescents.If the reduced patch size is too small, this area ismarked unde�ned as well. The remaining patchesapproximate the surface with the required accuracy.2.6 ResultsThe following function was used for judging the ap-proximation error in a patch with L 3D values, cal-culating the di�erences between sensor data zi andcomputed surface values f(xi; yi):nfmax = maxfjzi � f(xi; yi)j; 1 � i � Lg (4)n �f = 1L LXi=1 jzi � f(xi; yi)j (5)n �f� = 1P PXi=1 jzi � f(xi; yi)j (6)The error value nfmax is the maximal di�erence ofa range value to the approximating polynomial sur-

face of degree n, the number n �f is the mean di�er-ence of all range values and n �f� is the mean di�erencefor the P range values which lay in patches with asurface{�t{error smaller than �. Table 1 lists resultsfor six teeth where in (6) a � of 4� is chosen; thesmall di�erences between n �f� and n �f show that theoccurrence of great errors is very rare, and the limitof 4� is much smaller than the sensor noise of 10�.Large values of nfmax can be found only at boardersof the object and could be eliminated by the cornertest as can be seen from the small value of n �f .The best results were obtained with polynomialsof degree 3 and 4, whereby the parameter range was120�2. The mean approximation error was 2:4�.The error reduction by the use of the restrictionsin Sect. 2 is obvious from the di�erences of n �f andn �f�. Computation time however grows quadraticallywith the number of parameters. On an 80486{Intel{PC (Linux), approximation for �rst order is approx.1 minute, second order 3 minutes, third order 7 min-utes and fourth order 15 minutes. Figure 7 showssome results on real teeth. The calculated surfacewas resampled to range images.3 3D MODELIn a single sensor range image you get the data ofone view of an object. So the range data from sev-eral views are now fused to a complete 3D model ofan object. The fusion and matching is performedon resampled range data (Sect. 3.1, 3.2). The �nal3D model is again represented as parametric surfacepatches (Sect. 3.3).3.1 ResamplingFirst a matching of the di�erent views is performedto calculate the six location parameters, then allviews will be rotated and translated following theseparameters, so that the 3D values of all views canbuild a complete model of the object. For this match-ing step, data recorded from two views are trans-formed into each other minimizing the distance be-tween the surfaces (Sect. 3.2). This is done witha system described in [5] which requires input datasampled in a rectangular grid. Range data are thusresampled from the computed surface patches of thesingle views.



Int. Conference on Mechatronics '95, Vol. 1, Istanbul 235Tooth 1fmax 1 �f 1 �f� 2fmax 2 �f 2 �f� 3fmax 3 �f 3 �f� 4fmax 4 �f 4 �f�z0 4303.7 5.6 3.2 2824.7 3.5 2.7 54.5 2.6 2.5 48.6 2.5 2.4z1 2194.0 5.1 3.2 356.9 3.1 2.7 68.2 2.7 2.5 25.8 2.5 2.4z2 9127.8 7.7 3.0 22200.1 12.3 2.5 5606.0 5.7 2.3 224.0 3.2 2.3z3 1322.1 7.8 3.0 10120.1 9.1 2.6 1971.5 3.7 2.4 698.1 5.2 2.2z4 61.1 5.1 3.0 43.1 3.5 2.6 37.5 3.1 2.4 245.0 3.0 2.4z5 46.3 4.8 3.1 34.3 3.1 2.7 14.1 2.6 2.4 351.1 4.2 2.5Table 1: Approximation error for six teeth
(a) Varying order ap-proximation (grey shad-ing) (b) Varying order approx-imation(mesh plot)
(c) Varying orderapproximation withoutsmoothing (d) First order approx-imationFigure 7: Tooth surface3.2 MatchingOne view is chosen as a model of the object. All otherviews are then matched against this model. Match-ing is done using a Levenberg{Marquard{algorithm.Distance is computed pixelwise for all known corre-sponding points in model and object. The algorithmminimizes the mean distance of the surfaces.

The algorithm works well, if translational distanceof the views is smaller than 10 % of the object lengthan the rotational distance is smaller than �ve de-gree per axis. To ful�ll this rule, a norming step ofthe object position must be performed. First, rangedata is rotated around initial angels which are in-put from the human operator operating the sensor;a result is shown in Figure 8. Afterwards all 3Dvalues are shifted, with the result that the shortestde�ned value at each axis begin at zero. Matching ofteeth, in addition, only uses the upper surface, sincethe sides are di�erent in each view and have onlylittle surface structure. A polynomial surface is cal-culated from these normalized data with the e�ectof smoothing, and in this application, this simpli�esthe matching process.
(a) Original data (b) After initial ro-tationFigure 8: Initial rotation for matching3.3 FusionThe normalized and matched views are now inte-grated to a complete model, using the transforma-tion parameters computed in Sect. 3.2. This is againapproximated by parametric surfaces. The results of
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Figure 9: Finite element graphicssurface approximation are converted to VDA{FS andthen passed to a separate graphics program. Thisprogram interprets the VDA{FS data, produces a�nite element description, and visualizes the �niteelements. Figure 9 shows the result of such a recon-struction for the tooth shown in Figure 8.The images in Figure 10 show di�erent views ofone tooth with cavities which have sharp edges andridges, as they are common in works for surfaces withsharp edges and ridges, as they are common in den-tistry after treating the caries and prepared cavities.The white spots inside the hole are occluded areasnot visible to the sensor.The reconstructed result in 11 proves that thewhole sequence of processing steps is operational.The range occluded in all four views in Figure 10 ismissing in the reconstruction (on the right side, andon the front, see also the white areas in Figure 12).This could be �lled with interpolated values. On theleft ridge, small errors resulting from the high or-der of the polynomials can be found. If the dentistknows about this property of the system, appropri-ate preparation as on the right side can avoid thisbehavior.4 EFFICIENCYOriginal range data were recorded with 5122 oat-ing point values. Usually, 10 images were used forthe construction of a complete 3D model. A typi-cal surface reconstruction of 3000 surface patches re-

(a) (b)
(c) (d)Figure 10: Parts of a tooth with cavityquires approx. 540 Kbyte storage, which is consider-ably smaller than the complete 3D data (10 Mbyte).The time needed on a PC (Intel 80486/33) to build

Figure 11: Finite element graphics



Int. Conference on Mechatronics '95, Vol. 1, Istanbul 237a complete model from the four di�erent range im-ages in Figure 10 is two to 20 minutes, dependingon the polynomial order, and other known applica-tions need this time only to calculate one parametricsurface from one range image. The computing timedepends linearly on the number of 3D values.
Figure 12: Fused views (from images in Figure 10)5 RESULTSModel matching of pre{processed range images couldbe done with a mean error of about 10�; this is closeto the sensor noise. Fusion of surfaces and matchingturned out to be stable. Through the combinationof the di�erent views most shadowing areas could beeliminated (see Figure 10 and 11). A mean �lter insmall surface areas of 50�2 was tested for noise re-duction. This was not required for the �nal matchingand did not change the quality of the results. It re-duced however the time for computation.References[1] Besl, P.: Surfaces in Range Image Understand-ing . Springer{Verlag New York 1988.[2] F. Solina, R. Bajcsy: Recovery of parametricmodels from range images, IEEE Trans. on Pat-tern Analysis and Machine Intelligence, Bd. 12,Nr. 2, 1990, S. 131{147.
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